
 

 

 

 

 

  
Welcome to the world of 3D Printing! With a resolution capability of 100 

microns and massive 565-cubic-inches build volume, the Xplorer 3D PROTO 

Desktop 3D Printer is our easiest, fastest and most reliable tool yet for 

making professional-quality models. We set a new standard with our work 

so you set a new standard with yours. 

www.Xplorer3D.com 

Xplorer 3D PROTO Desktop 3D Printer 

Single Extruder with Xplorer 3D PLA Feed 



 

World-class additive manufacturing 

at 100-micron layer resolution  

Professional-quality prototypes. Highly complex models. 

Attractive pieces of art. With the new Xplorer3D PROTO 

Desktop 3D Printer, you can expect to make these and 

more. On a 3D printer, quality is often measured by the 

height of each layer, with smaller layers meaning higher 

resolution. The capability of a 100-micron layer height 

gives you smooth surfaces without any post-production. 

Make things you’re proud to demo to your boss or show 

off to your family. Discover the look and feel of the new 

standard in desktop 3D printing. 

100 microns is as thin 

as a standard sheet of 

copy paper. 

KEY FEATURES  

· Make true-to-life, high-resolution models and objects.  

· Surfaces are so smooth they don’t need sanding or 

post-production.  

· Hold real-life objects that feel good to the touch.  

· Create professional-quality, realistic products. 

* With the Xplorer3D PROTO Desktop 3D Printer, you can choose from a variety of settings that 

range from a fast-draft mode to the finer high-resolution mode. 
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Enough room to make it BIG  
To raise our standard, we made the build volume bigger in all 

three dimensions. The Xplorer 3D PROTO Desktop 3D Printer has a 

build volume of 565 cubic inches, so you can think and build 

bigger than ever. That’s 47% more volume than any other 

Desktop 3D Printer. You will make big things and entire multi-part 

projects at one time. Combined with our speed improvements, 

you now get much more done in much less time. Finally a desktop 

3D printer made for multitasking. 

KEY FEATURES  

· Maximize your design. Build 

pieces up to 8.2 L x 8.2 W x 

8.2 H in.  

· Make complex assemblies 

in fewer runs.  

· Make whole projects, not 

just single things.  

· Multitask and save time for 

the next project on your list. 
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The Xplorer3D PROTO Desktop 3D Printer’s build volume 

is massive, and Xplorer 3D PLA Feed lets you maximize 

your projects with consistent quality. 
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Optimized for Xplorer 3D PLA Feed 

Now you can do your highest-quality work and do a favor for the environment, too. We’ve adapted the 

Xplorer3D PROTO Desktop 3D Printer to work perfectly with PLA, the renewable bio-plastic that sticks to 

the platform reliably with practically no peeling, curling, sliding, or shrinking. With Xplorer3D PLA Feed, 

you will make professional-quality prototypes and huge pieces with dimensional stability. What’s more, 

you will use 32% less energy than building with ABS filament*. When it comes to build material, Xplorer3D 

PLA Feed is the new standard in desktop 3D printing in Pakistan. 

KEY FEATURES 

· Rely on builds that stick to the 

platform; practically no peeling, 

curling, or sliding.  

· Build big with dimensional stability. 

· Expand your creative palette with a 

whole new range of matte, 

translucent, shimmery, metallic, and 

sparkly colors. 

· Super strong, great for moving parts 

and complex assemblies. 

· Ready to print in less than two minutes. 

· Minimal shrinkage factor means 

smooth builds with no cracks. 

· 32% energy savings versus building 

with ABS Filament. 

· Make things that feel great to the 

touch. 

· Design accurately: get what you 

expect. 

· Environmentally friendly. 

Xplorer3D PLA Feed is an ideal material for even the 

most complex 3D projects 
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COMPLETE FEATURE LIST  Xplorer 3D PROTO Desktop 3D Printer 
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 1 ___________________________________   

World-Class additive manufacturing at 

100-micorn layer resolution. High 

resolution is now a standard feature. 

 Discover what it’s like to make true-to-life, 

high resolution models and things. 
 Make surfaces so smooth they don’t 

need sanding or post production. 

 Hold real-life objects that feel good to 

touch. 

 Create professional quality realistic 

products.  

 2 ___________________________________ 

Think bigger than ever, make bigger 

than ever: 565 cubic inches of 

creative potential. 

 Maximize Build pieces upto 8.2L x 8.2W x 

8.2H in 

 47% more volume than any other 

standard 3D Printer. 

 Make complex assemblies in few runs. 

 Make whole projects not just single 

things. 

 Multitask and save time for next project 

on your list. 

 3 ___________________________________ 

Designed and optimized for Xplorer 3D 

PLA FEED [renewable bio-plastic] 

 Rely on builds that stick well to platform. 

 Build big with dimensional stability. 

 Expand your creativity with whole new 

range of translucent, true and sparkly 

colors. 

 Super strong, great for moving parts and 

complex assemblies 

 Ready to print in less than 5 minutes 

 Minimal shrinkage factor means smooth 

builds with no cracks. 

 32% energy saving verses building with 

ABS Filament. 

 Make things feel great to touch. 

 Design accurately: get what you expect. 

 Environmentally friendly. 

 4 ___________________________________ 

Our easiest to use & most reliable 

desktop 3D printer. We have simplified 

for quick startup and ease of use. 

 Litle assembly required. 
 V-Slot wheel drive mechanism means less 

maintenance. 

 Grab your design more easily with a pop-

out platform. 

 Create professional quality realistic 

products.  

 

 5 ___________________________________ 

Professionally engineered and 

expertly built for speed. Design it, then 

hold it. 

 Multitask to meet deadlines. 
 Industrial-strength aluminum frame, 

made to handle high printing speeds. 

 Quickly print projects with optimized 

software and hardware. 

 Engineered with exacting tolerance to 

please any caliper-toting engineer.  

 

 6 ___________________________________ 

XPLORER ENGINE is designed to be 

used with any 3D printing Platform. A 

fast machine needs even faster 

software. 

 Create your 3D models for printing with 

any software. 
 State of the art slicing engine makes it 

even faster and more accurate. 

 Drag and drop multiple 3D models on a 

virtual build platform and automatically 

arrange them to your pleasing. 

 Create your own custom print settings for 

your 3D model. 

 Compatible with .stl and .obj files; 

Mac/Linux/Windows  

 

 7 ___________________________________ 

Brand new look and feel. Suitable for 

the desktop and workbench. 

 Designed to look great on a desk or a 

table in your office, lab, classroom, or 

home. 
 Black powder coated aluminum frame 

for sleek look, incredible strength and 

durability. 

 Resistant to changes in humidity and 

temperature. 

 Designed for quiet desktop operation.  

 

 8 ___________________________________ 

Xplorer 3D support. Ready to help if 

you need it. 

Our expert, responsive team is available 

online 6 days a week to help Xplorer 3D 

printer owners troubleshoot hardware and 

software. 

Issues: support@xplorer3D.com 

[Mon-Sat, 12 PM to 8 PM PST]   

 9 ___________________________________ 

The XplorerCare Service care Plan . 

 Xplorer 3D printer owner have the option 

to purchase XplorerCare, Our 6-month 

package for service and repair. 

XplorerCare gives owners extra peace of 

mind if components break or 

malfunction. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Turn Your Ideas to Reality 
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